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Right: Cara's parents receive an
honorary degree in Cara's honor at
the Winter Graduation Ceremony.
Below Right: Cara and friend
Arianne Reagor spend some time
out at dinner with a group of
friends.
Below: Cara and her floor mates
from Macy 1 enjoying some time
together. The floor was remembered
by Lindsay Waring as being, "The
best floor ever!"
Below: Cara enjoying some time
with friends, God, and the coast
at the all-campus retreat. Cara is
fondly remembered by all who
knew her.
Cara posing with floor mates Faven Yirdaw and Brittany Stoltz. Cara
left behind many close friends, in addition to her loving family.
you want to give people something to remember Cara by? Let them miss a
sympathetic heart and a sharp tongue, because if you had known her, you
could imagine her quirks and idiosyncrasies from those two things alone. All
I can think about is that I hope heaven has a DJ set up that plays nothing but
Justin Timberlake, 24-7, because she'd be right there, front row, singing as
loudly as she could, if only to drown everyone else out." Tiffany Tangen
Management Of
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-~ Above: Cara enjoying some good food on Superbowl
Cv.nday 2007. She always is remembered as always bringing a
spark of playfulness to get-togethers.
Above Left: Cara and friends Kevin Bennie, Nick McKern, JD
Davis, Arianne Reagor, and Genie LaSavio enjoyed roomies
together. Cara was quoted as referring to Roomies as, "A
meless tradition that every school should have."
r Jove Right: Cara enjoying spending time laughing with friends
at a wedding.
Far Above: Cara enjoying herself during Fall
semester 2006 while a friends snaps a photo.
Her kind heart and loving spirit touched many
during her time with us.
Above: Cara is surrounded by close friends
as they attend a Cocktail fund raiser to help
those trapped in the sex-slave trade industry.
Her sympathy for others was often expressed
through actions such as these.
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Students share about their lives and experiences at an International Coffee House event.
The International Coffee House was held twice a month and students were invited to
come share their time and hearts with others as they learned more about themselves




The college experience is more than just doing the
things that we have to do, but about participating in the
things that we want to do. When all is said and done,
those are the things that we are going to remember and
cherish the most. So open your eyes and look around at
all the excitement that the campus has to offer.
Lindsey Behrens and
Whitney O'Riley lend
their hands and time
during Serve Day.
Students cheer on their
fellow Bruin's courtside at
the Homecoming basket-
ball game.
Students learn how to
defend themselves at a
Women's Defense Class.
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Above Left: Weesner House help
clean up Mark Doyle's yard.
Above Right: A student demon-
strates helping out the public
safety officers.
Right: Students from Ed 2 help
clean up the Newberg Public
Library.
"Serve day for me was a chance for me
to put aside myself for once and focus
on serving others. I
realized the joy it





Every year, George Fox University sets aside one day
of the school year to show the love of Christ to the sur-
rounding community. Serve Day is taken place the
Wednesday after Labor Day when classes are canceled
and students and faculty come together to help out the
community to really be the hands and feet of Christ.
Cleaning, painting, building projects, yard work, setting
up, and helping out families are just a few of the many
jobs that gets accomplished. With breakfast on the quad
morning worship, President Robin Baker carrying on the
tie-dye tradition, and the many hands that help improve
this world, this day is just a sliver of what Christ's love
has to offer.
Below: Amongst the many jobs, painting is a
common task that needs to be completed.
Far Below: Yard work is also another job that
the community greatly appreciates students do-
ing. Here, Lindsay Keener does her fair amount.
Serve Day is a great
opportunity to demonstrate to
the community that GFU acts
on our beliefs about love, faith
and service.
S/0
Katelyn Melland and Denae Watanabe
dressed to the occasion for the annual
country themed dance, commonly
referred to as the "Ho-Down." Both
enjoyed the chance to relax and catch
up before starting another school year.
A group of students dancing it up at
the Homecoming post game blow out
dance. Everyone enjoyed the music,
food, and company.
Below: Keith Marshall and Lisa Mensonides
danced the night away together at the annual
Jingle Bell Hop. Both had a wonderful time.
mongst the stress of school,
students need to find a way to
it loose and what better way than
to dance! ASC puts on a number of
ances that include the annual Ho-
Down, 70's Dance, Sadie Hawkins
Salsa Dance and the light hearted
/ing dancing at the Jingle Bell Hop.
From afros to fancy do's, from bell
: toms to twirling cocktail dresses,
Fox students definitely knows how to
shake it up and have a good time!
O What was your fav. dance?
"The 70's Dance is a lot of fun because
everyone is decked out in 70's attire.
"
Danielle Wiebelhaus
O Reactions to Ho-Down?
"The root beer floats were flippin ' amazing
and the dancing was too legit to quit.
Matt Campbell
II
j Q Jingle Bell Hop}
"It was so awesome that it made us want to
drink chai's all night long!"
Andrea Murphy & Leigh Rothweiler
4 D
O
Above: Joey Bianco and Emily Jackson spin around during the
winter Jingle Bell Hop held at the Tiffany Center.
Above Left: Students get a chance to meet for the first time and
square dance it up at the annual orientation Ho-Down!
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Left: There is always time for fun and games on
the retreats. Becca Couch and Jessica Garcia use
it as a time for fellowship and relaxation.
Below Left: Students can't help but be amazed at
the splendor of God's beauty that emulates in the
beach at Twin Rocks.
The middle of the semester is about that time of
the year when students get overwhelmed with
school and they just need a weekend to relax
and get away from the craziness of campus. That
is where the Fall and Spring all campus retreats
come into play as students are welcomed to take a
weekend off and head to Camp Tadmor and Twin
Rocks Friends Camp. "I loved the Fall retreat
because it allowed a time for me to just push aside
the stress of school and hang out with friends as
well as spend some solo time with God, " says
Jenny Hill. With worship, games, fellowship and
laughter, the retreats were simply great ways to
recuperate before the semester came to an end.
A few students spend some time in the
Word during morning devotionals.
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The view of Twin Rocks was hypnotizing
and beautiful.
The Living Room Sandcastle Team
prepares to pack in as Jordan Philips
can't resist taking a picture of himself.
Sarah Reid and Heather Eslinger
enjoy one another's company as they Twin
Rocks was not on'y a Place for fun - but also a
frolic on the beach relaxin§ §
et away with a beautiful view.





"The sessions were awesome
and was such a relaxing
atmosphere. The weekend as a
whole was a great experience.
"
Jackie Hasting
"Besides the sessions, I enjoyed
meeting new people and
spending some girl time with




"Basically the best part of the
retreat was getting doughnuts at
4 am- 5 carloads ofpeople It
was soooo much fun!!!!!"
Meredith Tribble
Jon Maroni, Andrew Haskell, Justin Bell,
Darek Hollis, and Steven Hunter enjoy
partaking in a thrilling contest.
The self named Living Room Sandcastle
Team manages to cram 13 individuals into
their living room creation.
11
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Urban Services was more than a service to the
community, but it was also an outreach. Here, Meghan
Hedley speaks with one of the men she helped.
/5J
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Davy Desmond and Meghan Hedley take a break
from serving to spend a few moments ministering
to these men.
Rachel Knowler and Davy Desmond loved
participating in Urban Services which
went out and helped those in need in the
Portland and Salem communities.
Campus Ministry works to bring
people closer to God through
service and fun. The Women's
Ministry and Manistry devote their
energies to encouraging students in
their faith and providing a support-
ive group for the needs of students.
James Project and Urban Services
focus on off campus needs, reach-
ing out to the community through
service.
Far Above: Namky Nguyen, Ben Gowin, and Amber Nelson
share their stories at a chapel.
Above: Students share a song for the rest of the student body
at a riveting chapel. Everyone was overwhelmingly impressed
with their performance and broke down in tears shortly after.
U U
More than just chapel
Spiritual formation - the glue of all campus
activities. The goal is to promote spiritual
growth through service to others and daily
meditations in Bible Studies and Chapel.
This year Campus Ministries focused
on helping students enjoy Christ in the
present. Recognizing the various forms of
worship students find fellowship through
floor studies, lectures, Spanish chapels,
serve trips, or staying for talk backs after
plays. These activities provide intellectual
stimulation and relational growth.
Left: Students worship at one of the chapels
offered every Monday and Wednesday.
There were many opportunities beyond
chapel to grow in spirit.
Aelly Bachran and Tyler Bowers lead chapel in
worship. Worship is an integral part of chapel
and allows students to express their love through
song.
"It's been a privilege to be a part of
leading the GFU community in worship
and am continually blessed to see the
responsiveness
of my peers to




Macy Two enjoys some time together while on
roomies. Roomies was a fun way to get to know
both floor mates and a special date better.
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George Fox University puts on numerous activities
to keep the students entertained and to provide an
opportunity to get to know other students. Some
of the highlighted activities include bowling, broom
ball, parties at the pool, Let's Make a Deal, The
Dating Game, Lip Sync, Polar Bear Swim, movie or
the lawn and the list goes on. Eric Nolan shares one
of his favorite activities, "The movie for a dollar was
great because it only cost a dollar, we got the theater
to ourselves, and we were able to relax and watch
an entertaining movie with friends." Regardless
if you're involved, activities are sure to leave you
asking for more.
Danielle Morford, Carrie Weichbrodt, Lacey Smith, Jana Lee and
Andrea Cathers enjoy themselves at the pre-school Fred Meyer run.
A special event this year was the Women's Self Defense class.
Here students, including Mollie Honan and Elizabeth Littlefield,
learn how to protect themselves and stay safe.
Memories
r7 enjoyed the Post Game Blowout
after the big Homecoming game vs
Linfteld because I saw my people
getting out of their
comfort zones and
having a good time
even with the lights
on. No shame, just
groovin!"
Alex Post
The women's Bruinbrawl was especially intense and brutal,
s year, the freshman class dominated the others.
During the annual Tree Lighting Ceremony on the GFU campus, a vast
amount of activities are offered including making your own Christmas cards.
15
The Men's basketball team huddles together
before the start of their game against Pacific




"It truly blessed my heart to be
a part ofsuch a long standing
tradition at Fox. Homecoming
court was awesome, and to
be involved in it with such
incredible people was so
exciting to me! I really was
expecting to get Queen... at all...
but it was a lot of fun and it
really meant a lot to me!"
Amber Nelson
"Homecoming was a lot of fun!
Everyone was really into the
games and it was very exciting




Above Right: The Homecoming Court, consisting of Alison Bennett, Linnea Strandy, Daniel Kawamoto, Ethan Rhodes, Erin Kress, Dan
Hammerquist, Sarah Reid, Evan Burt, Amber Nelson, Jordan Ware, Ashley Parks and Sarah Ashpole pose for a final picture together.
The group had a fun time together while they represented their respective classes out on the basketball court during halftime.
16
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Fc / bove: Marcie Sternberg, Jenny Hill, Jana Lee, and Emily Jackson pose
w* : the GFU mascot, Mr. Bruin. Everyone enjoyed his antics and presence
during the games.
A :ve Left: The basketball team kept the crowd on their feet during the
di "lion of the game. The Bruins held strong and scared a win against Pacific.
A. eve Right: The cheerleading squad takes the floor during one of the time
outs.
Far Above: A group students enjoy themselves at the post
game blowout, which was held in Stevens Center. In
addition to free food, there was also dancing.
Above: Princes Jared Whitney, Jordan Ware, and Ethan
Rhodes and Princesses Sarah Ashpole, Ashley Parks,
and Alison Bennett all dressed up to the occasion and
representing their classes well.
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Above: Taking responsibility for
the teams dishes Daniel Kawa-
moto, Brian See and Candice
Thiessen chip in.
Above Right: These girls are
nothing but smiles as they serve
the Lord and have fellowship.
Right: Serve trip workers show
off their landscaping skills.
"Serve trips
are all about stepping out of







The annual Winter Serve gave students the opportunity to
give back to the community. Working hand in hand with
Union Gospel Mission in Portland and Tigard as well as My
father's House in Gresham, the Portland serve trip sorted
and delivered food and clothing to the homeless and dis-
tributed them at different mission centers. The team that
went to Twin Rocks Friends Camp cleaned, remodeled and
did groundwork to improve the campsite. The March Spring
Serve Trips spread the love from Idaho, Washington, Utah to
California. They either learned about the Nez Perce culture,
ad a positive influence on troubled boys, learned about the
Mormon culture, or worked with many outreach programs.
Dn both trips participants developed friendships, strength-
ened their relationship with God, were challenged, and
encouraged in their faith.
r
Below Left: The fellowship and bonding that the
team had at twin Rocks was uncanny.
Far Below: Dan Schutter, Jessica Pryor, Tamara
Nelson, Alyssa Henry, Brittany Miller, Jenn Gabica,
Elizabeth Dooley, and Aubrie Langenhuizen show
off their paint job of the walls and themselves.
I learned how to be loving and kind
towards people in all situations and
conditions. I learned how important
it is to listen to peoples' stories
because it shows that you really do
care
- Danielle Baker 77

Cameron Bedrosian, Jael Chambers, Brett
Sauer, Daniel Bauman and Justin Sweeney









Malibu in 3 words?
"Breathtaking, welcoming, and the picture
of the banquet we're invited to."
Mathew Hollen
What did God teach you?
"The beauty of Shalom."
Amber Froescher
What did you enjoy most?
"The community of believers that I was able
to build relationships and worship with."
Tabitha Jenner
During Spring Break, Young Life hosts
Malibu Spring Break Work Week.
Around a hundred college aged students
sacrifice a week of relaxing and help clean
u : Malibu Camp in Egmont, Canada to
prepare for middle school and high school
campers in the summer. 25 GFU students
got the chance to experience being
surrounded by God's creation, people who
love Christ and learning what it means to
serve the community, to serve one another
and ultimately, serve Christ above.
Above Left: Heather Baldwin, BB Gardner and Mandee
Spotts are out cold after driving straight through the night
to board boat.
Above: Awaiting for the final club to begin as it ends the
long hard week.
Left: Baker enjoys getting to know some of the
students at George Fox.
Below Left: Good entertainment was not hard to
find at the Inaugurational dinner. Here, the Bebee
Boys show off their singing talent.
The Presidential Inauguration of Robin Baker was an
event that livened up the entire campus. From the
ceremony itself to the special events throughout the
day to the campus wide dinner in the evening, the
entire day was filled with special moments. Robin
Baker-now President Baker-made appearances
at each of the events where he took pictures with
students, signed autographs, and took part in a
caricature drawing contest of himself. The George
Fox campus was very excited to welcome their 12th
President, and the festivities were enjoyed by all.
President Baker addresses the
audience prior to being inaugurated.
Baker takes a moment to chat during
the post-inaugural banquet.
Robin and his wife Ruth were heartily
welcomed into the GFU community.
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Robin shows off the donated bear during Serve Day. He has always taken an active role Robin Baker, now President Baker, takes a
on campus, especially on serve days when he routinely shows up in a brightly tie-dyed moment to enjoy his new office and regalia,
t-shirt.
A group of students wait in hope that they will be
selected as contestants for Lets Make a Deal.
The Mr. Bruin host introduces the contestants and
the talents they are about to perform.
Peter Luginbill displays his aerial acrobatics on
the trampoline for his Mr. Bruin talent.
Below: John Goldwood Escorts Lindsey
Ferrell off the stage after a round of Lets
Make a Deal.
Far Below: Rob Leslie, David Pearse and
John Ciraulo answer questions asked by the
bachelorette on The Dating Game.
Ben Burgess and Abby Courson test their knowledge
of how well they know each other at The Dating
Game.
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George Fox University puts on
numerous activities to keep the
students entertained and to provide
an opportunity to get to know other
students. Some of the highlighted
activities include bowling, broom
ball, parties at the pool, Let's Make
a Deal, The Dating Game, Lip Sync,
Polar Bear Swim, movie on the lawn
and the list goes on. Regardless if
you're involved, activities are sure to
leave you asking for more.
All the contestants for Mr. Bruin join
together in the group dance
Memories
"Mr. Bruin was effing sweet
this year, though there was




The senior men contestants show the




Dakarai Kongela scopes out the
surrounding area for predators or other
bears as he resides in his cozy little home
"Question... What kind of bear
best?
That's a ridiculous question.
False, a Bruin Bear."
"I have to confess that
sometimes I run through the
quad on all fours, growling and
roaring like a grizzly bear late at
night."
Ryan Forbes
Tm very fond of bears, and
I'm glad we have them as our
mascot. I love them so much I
even cuddle with a bear while I
sleep."
Emily Hodgin
Shereen Sherman, Elizabeth Dooley and Galit Zwirner allow






Your Inner Bruin Bear
Whether we show spirit at basketball games, serve the
community, participate in athletics or expand our minds we
try to exemplify our inner Bruin Bear. All around campus, the
Bruin strength shines through each individual. The bear is an
emblem of the courage that each student possesses and this
intensity allows us to be the best that we can be.
At 7e: Morgan Shoup and Hannah Fisher battle each other for the right to
ea fine looking fish.
Left: Taking a break from plant services, David Dillow becomes revitalized
wi small honey fix.
Rip
: Perhaps Sierra Whitehill was trying to escape danger, eat the nuts or
fru *n the tree, and to rest or sleep, as bears commonly do.
Far Above: Hibernating to prepare himself for a big track meet,
David Marvin conserves his energy and will soon get pumped
up with some video games.
Above: Bear crawling, Jay Kirchhofer, Bryan Martz, Mike
Maerzluft and John Geise parade in a pack exposing their "bear
like" muscles.
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Above: Ernest Nasiombe and NamKy
Nguyen relax between dancing.
Above Right: Anja Harder and JulieKay
Brown are all smiles in their dashing
little black dresses.
Right: Jenna Dohren, Jennifer Panico,
Jessica Morrison, Megan Cornelius and
Cassandra Woods enjoy one anothers
company.
"1 love Casey, and I love dancing. She looked
absolutely ravishing that evening and 1
couldn't believe I was so lucky to arrive
at the dance with
a girl as beautiful
as her!"
Josh Smith
A cold wind blew through the courtyard of the World Trade
Center in downtown Portland during this year's City of Lights
Spring Formal dance. Couples huddled under the heaters for
warmth; the brave ones even went without a coat. But nothing
stopped George Fox University students from moving to the
beat: those showing off their moves and those just trying to
stay warm. Spring Formal gave students a reason to forget the
stress of finals and have some fun.
3elow: Ben Dillow and Melissa Leighty show off their "Kung-Foo Fighting" dance
noves for the photographer.
Below: Ryan MacKenzie and Katie Alaimo
have fun dancing the night away.
Far Below: Stevens Sun, Ho-Cheong Cheng,
Ma Tackie, Cindy Zhou, and Leon Liu get
their groove on.
7/ was a blast dancing







^ecaze, Michelle Collier, Jessi
l^an 1 Nicole Hopper enjoyed their
L I aly.
•
Far Left: Thomas Delmore
stands outside of the Roman
forum.
Left: Jennee Williams, Joshua
Juvrud, and Mason Allen
soak up the warm weather in
Australia.
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Nothing weighs her down. Lindsay Ferrell
poses with her gear as she trucks her way
from Amsterdam to Paris. *
Favorite Country?
German culture is so much fun and the food
is the best..especially snitchel! Traveling




Kelsey Schmidt was sitting on a flip up seat on
the Metro in Paris when she stood up thinking
we were getting off. It ended up being the
wrong exit so she sat back down forgetting
that the seats automatically flip up and fell
butt first to the ground. The old french men
giggling made it that much funnier.
Garrett Blizzard
uniors Abroad is a chance for
c students to learn about new
c Itures first hand. After a year of
studying hard this year's group of
students left for far off places excited
tc see the world, prolong summer
responsibilities, and hang out with
friends. The trips took students to
Tc iwan, Greece, Italy, France, South
Africa, Australia, Egypt, Norway,
Sweden, Spain, and England with
more stops in between. Students got
to shop in Paris, Scuba dive in the
Great Barrier Reef, and Raft the Nile.
A heavy dose of culture, a good sized
dollop of fun and a dash of learning is
the recipe for Juniors Abroad.
Above: The group that went to Greece, like every other group,
really enjoyed their experiences and travels.
Above Left: Carrying on a long tradition, students set up their
tent and prepare for the "camp out." Sophomores wishing
to secure a spot on their trip of choice for the following yeaj




Tim students, faculty, and staff at!
celtral component that embodies our Universi
m^ter if it's late night hangouts \fith friends, stu
groups with classmates, or room
just met, the people you choose to hang out with h,
a huge impact on your experience at Fox—so choose
wisely!
Hanging out and
chilling is a favorite
"activity" among the
students of GFU.
The people we call as
friends have a huge
impact.. .including the
ability to make us laugh.
Close friends can come
from anywhere-classes,
housing areas, or groups-
and all are a blessing.
"You never now who might step into your
life and become a special Mend I always



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































With eight Women's and seven Meii's team sports, there were n
mere us opportunities for students o become involved in athlei
ics. I^i addition to being on a sportsji team, many students chose to
enjoy and support the teams at hoihe and away events alike. The
opportunity for the GFU community\to be involved!
either as an athlete, a spectator, or a cdaehfwas a won'
portunity to have fun, work hard, and "be lights unto the world."
Fans are a huge part of the
success of GFU sports. Here, the
Bruin Mascot helps liven up the
crowd.
1 ^ 1 i
Team Camaraderie and encourage-
ment were key components of each
teams success. Elise Kuenzi and
B.B. Gardner share a moment of
excitement with one another.
Working together, the Men's cross
country team demonstrates how as
a team, a group of individuals can
accomplish much more than on their
own.
00:0: r sports at (Mows Pox m
mi more than just participating in athle
s; its aboutgrowing learning ana shano,,;
o 0:000 oooot things 000, ooooditoo pec:: —
mho O " : OOO-. famUj Wie* " Mary VanSteenberghe
The Dance and Cheer teams, let by captain Jeni Takekawa
perform one of their routines during half time.
The George Fox Dance and Cheer Teams
swelled in numbers as they began their 3rd
consecutive year as a part of Fox talent. With
ten members each, the teams were able to
perform more advanced choreography. At
home games the crowd never had a dull
moment with the dance team dazzling the
r
court with their sassy choreography and
groovy tunes. This year the team proved
themselves an established part of George Fox
activities.
Left: The cheer and dance teams hard work and coordination pay off as
they perform a perfectly synchronized routine during their half-time
entertainment.
Sierra Holder enjoys a laugh and a smile
as she finalizes her routine.
Coming together for the G in the
formation of GFU.
Heidi Bail shows off her dance skills
with her choreographed dance moves.
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Team Members: Lauryn Brooks
,
Karley Molzahn, Jeni Takekawa, Laura Jones,
Melissa Ling, Stephanie Costello, Jasmine Holliday, Elise Biviano, Lindsay
Shephardson, Sierra Holder.
MEMORIES
WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER?
It was fun getting involved with
the school and being able to
support them with a hobby I
love. Woo!
Karley Molzahn
I learned a lot about how to
balance being a captain, friend,
and coach, but my girls made it
easy on me. Each girl is awesome
and basically are volunteering
their time to do something that
they love.
Jeni Takekawa
The cheer/dance team's routines
were a highlight at basketball
games, I loved watching their
moves. These girls definitely proved
themselves as a "real sport.
"
Adam Haldorson
Above: Cheer Team Photo: Lauryn Brooks, Alicia
Liptak, Chelsea Parks, Ashley Parks, Robin
Cooke, Lindsay Shephardson, Amanda Walker,
Karley Molzahn, Stacie Laughlin, Jeni Takekawa.
Left: Ashley Parks and her teammates raise their
poms up as they await the result of a free-throw
at one of the Men's home basketball games.
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the point, ignoring the defenders and
maintaining focus.
Megan Cornelius waits for the play,
maintaining her position and focus, ready to
defend if the ball comes her way.
Below: Jessica Morrison, showing off her
amazing jumps, gets herself into position to
score a kill, while focusing on the ball.
Far Below: The girls celebrate a great play on
the court at a home game, as the other team
struggles to recover.
Above: Head Coach Steve Grant rallies the team with
inspiring words of wisdom and experience well earned
after twenty-six seasons of coaching.
"earn Photo: Ashlie Keimeg, Sarah Crossfield, Jessica Morrison,
>ssandra Woods, Whitney Kolb, Natalie Pickett, Jenn Ayres, Liz
/ iderson, Jennifer Panico, Coach Steve Grant, Coach Gina Coolen, Carli
owman, Jenna Dohren, Ashley Sheller, Amy Batchelder, Ali Lefebvre,





The Lady Bruins began the season with
a bang, winning their first four games.
After that, they endured a rocky season
intermittent wins ending with an overall
record of 10-13. This year the Lady
Bruins are graduating four seniors: Amy
Batchelder, Whitney Kolb, Cassandra
Woods, and All-Northwest Conference
Second Team Elizabeth Anderson. The
Lady Bruins now look forward to a strong
season next year with a new group rising
to the challenge of the competition.
Left: Elizabeth Anderson and Amy Knight
shout in celebration for their team's
dominance on the floor.
Memories
7 loved our team this year. The girls
were all amazing and I can honestly
say that I have
developed many
lifelong friendships.





Jenny McKinsey gets ready to chip
the ball across the field in hopes to
assist a goal.
The women's soccer team possessed great talent and .....
once they learned how to work with and for each other
their hard work allowed them to succeed. Regarding their
conditioning, Molly Schaefer felt that they "were a second
half team and it showed because we were still running at the
end of the game." With great team chemistry, ball control,
and conditioning the women had an outstanding season.
They placed third in the league and seven individuals were
recognized on the 2007 All-Northwest Conference Women's
Soccer Teams. Four women were second team NWC and .....
three received honorable mention, among those were
seniors Amber Stevens and Jessica Cardwell.
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Top: Bryce Warren, Anna Russell, Megan Servoss, Jenny
McKinsey, Jodi Edley, Carol Christiansen, Melissa Leighty,
Amber Stevens, Kirsten Cardwell, Sierra Whitehill, Esther
Mason, Jasmine Choy, Andy Hetherington. Bottom: Nicole
Brekkaa, Jessica McMorran, Kayla Corn, Rachel VanGent,
Cherie Beck, Sally Always, Jessica Cardwell, Katie Yoder, Nicole
Akiu, Sofie De Graff, Molly Schaefer. Not pictured: Andrew
Paine.
H
Midfielders Molly Schaefer and Carol Christiansen cover each
others positions as Schaefer drives the ball up the field.
Memorable Moments
"Our last weekend of home games,
where we tied #4 UPS, and then beat
Linfield in overtime for an amazing







/ :ove Left: During halftime team huddle they discussed
, < • ... j i |« Goalie Jessica Cardwell and the defensive line successfully clear
F -ays and ways to improve their second half. \ _ _ „ . _/ \
J
Above Right: Nicole Akiu heads the ball back into midfield:
the baH after an attemptAom Whitman.
{
Right: Junior Garrett Blizzard expertly
maneuvers the ball using nothing but




77/ never forget the people
I played soccer with. We're




"The season was a lot of fun,
getting to hang out and play
soccer with some great guys is
always a good thing.
"
Tony Zamora
"We had a lot ofgood
times together as a team.
"
John Zagoniacz
Team Photo: Peter Luginbill, Jose Lewis, Garrett Blizzard, Kyle Story, Brian Story, Erich
Hangartner, Justin Meyer, Carlos Pehr, Connor Campbell, Bret Hamilton, Caleb Martin, Tony
Zamora, Zach Sanders, David Rickey, John Zagoniacz, Coach Manfred Tschann, Coach Jim
Maine, Peter Menig, Keith Marshall, Jake Maguire, Kyle Putnam, Sean Daughtry, Ryan MacKe
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The 2007 men's soccer team was a group of diligent,
hardworking young men who strove to play to the best of their
abilities throughout the duration of their season. The season
can best be summed up in the words of team member Sean
Daughtery. "Every person on that team had a rough season. We
have to look beyond our results to find good in it, and 1 think
that comes in the bonds that we made."
Fa: fibove: Carlos Pehr focuses on aiming just right in order to send the ball
as far as he can down the field.
Aleve Left: Senior Ryan MacKenzie dribbles the ball across the field. Ryan
was an important part of the teams offense during his 4 years at Fox.
Above Right: Matt Gurlides works hard to kick the ball, all the while
struggling to keep his opponent off his back.
Far Above: Sophomore Brian Story gets ready to kick the
ball with as much force as he can muster.
Above : The men huddle together before the start of a
game. Taking time to get to know one another helped the
group perform their best on game day.
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Run lite this Wind...
Above: Nicole Flemming strides con-
fidently ahead of the competition.
Above Right: Bethany Strutz takes
a deep breath as she focuses on her
pacing and the final drive to the
finish line.
Right: . Sarah Curry tries to throw
the monkey off her back while striv-
ing for the win.
i
Anna laughs as she recalls her coach
saying, "Anybody can do one; my
Grandma could
rise from the dead
and run one of
these faster than
Anna McLain
The Women's Cross Country team defined the season with
leart and friendship. A small team, they never gave up even
when facing difficult odds. The team showed their talent at
he Bronco invite in California earning a second place finish.
r
"he NWC championships proved a rough patch, yet the team
allied and continued to persevere through their training. At
egionals they fought their way to an 11th place finish with
senior Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh leading the way with a third
place finish. Although the team loses three valuable seniors,
lachel Giffey-Brohaugh, Anna McLain, and Bethany Adams the
young supporting teammates will keep next years team run-
ing strong thus keeping the distance flame alive.
"earn Photo: Coach Mike Hickey, Anna McLain, Nicole Flemming, Bethany
Adams, Bethany Strutz, Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh, Sarah Curry, Lisa Mensonides.
Below: Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh leads the
pack, as Anna McLain maintains contact of
her teammate as they race at Bear Fete.
Far Below: The girls share some laughs as
they warm up for their 6K race.
I
/ had a blast, met some great
people and pushed myself out
ofmy comfort zone. Becoming
part of the Cross Country




Below: Sophomore Cam Eberhart was a tough
competitor who always brought a strong will to win
on race days. Following his strong performance at the
Regional meet, he was selected to the All-Region Team.
f Why do you run?
"I run because I like fast women.
"
-Grant Finney
What is your goal this year?
"I'm Bringing X-C back"
-Adam Haldorson
How does one place higher?
"IFyou don Y like your time, just run faster.
"
-Cam Eberhart
^aced with small numbers, the men's
-I cross country team made up for it
with increased determination and work
e nic. The team worked to improve their
ti aes and along the way grew improved
th sir friendships. The men finished the
season placing 5th at conference, and 9th
at regionals. Team scoring requires seven
numbers, and the men competed with a
perfect number. The leadership of senior
G ant Finney helped this young team step
up to the plate and compete strong.
Above: Jordan Ware digs deep as he makes a final surge to
the finish line of one of the many 8 km races he competed
in.
Above Left: The Bruin men start off strong, making their
way to the front of the pack on their home course, located
at Willamette Mission State Park.
Left: In a moment of unsurpassed excitement,
the women's basketball team runs to share their
joy of making it to the Dili National Tournament.
Below Left: While resting on the bench, the girls
watch the game, prepared to in any moment step
foot on the court and make things happen.
The Lady Bruins began the season with high
expectations and a fiery drive toward nationals. Their
opening game reflected this determination, crushing
the opponent 111-13. Undefeated at home, the Bruins
claimed the NWC championship and charged to the
Sweet 16 in the national tournament.
Jasketial
With six senors providing leadership and a whole
lot of game the Lady Bruins finished the season 25-5,
a record which reflects not only their skill on the
court but their dedication to the team and passion
for the game. Their National goals were Sweet but
fell just short of great. This season though will be
remembered for its fierce play and incredible heart.
B.B. Gardner looks around for an
open teammate while her opponent
fro Lewis and Clark defends her.
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Kaleigha Ramey fights through
defenders as she makes her drive to the
hoop.
Nothing can stop Melissa-Marek
Farris as she easily bypasses her
defenders to make a shot off the glass.
Below Left: Tiffany Behary quickly moves past her defender and shoots the ball while
s:ill in motion. Behary was one of the three all conference picks for the Bruins.
B alow Right: Seniors Jamie Hubka (right) and Tiffany Behary (left) celebrate the
p:ay with their own dance moves.
MEMORIES
The night we beat UPS
to win the conference
tournament was the first
night I have ever cried tears
ofjoy.
Jaime Hubka
This year was the first time
I have ever experienced
what it truly means to be a
team.
Mandee Spotts
Above: MaryAnne Samples, Tiffany Behary,
Lindsay Keener, Jaime Hubka, Kaleigha Ramey,
Nicole Hudson, B.B. Gardner, Jordan Westering,
Elise Kuenzi, Kelsi Leach, Katy Campbell, Kristen
Shielee, Melissa Marek-Farris, Mandee Spotts.
Left: Nothing can stop All-American Katy
Campbell as she fights her way through three
defenders to score.
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Taylor Martin is recognized at the last
home game as a senior on the team. Both
his parents attended the event.
m
Senior Matt Noble prepares himself to grab
the rebound ball. Matt was a key player on
this years team.
Brent Saturn dribbles the ball down the
court as he skillfully maneuvers around his
opponent.
Below: Coach Brad Crosby, Joe Ahn, Mark
Metzler, Taylor Martin, Dan Lingenfelder, Evan
Atwater, Justin Hull, Brent Satern, Davis Martin,
Steven Campbell, Travis Toedtemeier, Bryan
O'Connell, Matt Noble, Mike Maerzluft, Coach
Mark Sundquist, Not Pictured: Davis Martin.
Far Below: Dan Lingenfelder examines his
options on the court.
Bryan O'Connel keeps the ball out of reach of his
opponents as he goes in for the basket.
Travis Toedtemeier throws up a shot from
behind the 3-point line as his opponent
unsuccessfully tries to stop him.
'CftDJBJ
The Bruin men worked hard throughout
the 2007-2008 season to improve their
basketball skills and to grow closer as a
team. With senior Brady Strutz side-lined
by an ACL injury, the team had to work
extra hard to achieve success. Led by a
strong class of seniors, the men worked
through every obstacle that came their
way. With an overall winning record, the
team wrapped up their season on a high
note with wins at the Homecoming game
and against Whitman for their final game
of the season. Way to go guys!
Left: Mark Metzler finishes up his shot while
he scores a basket against Pacific University
at the Homecoming game.
"Although it was a tough season, it was one
of the greatest learning moments ofmy life. I
feel that through the ups and downs, the I
really came together this year The
class. ..Noble, Metz,
Tay Brady, and Brent
led the way and








em's & Women's Golf
On a beautiful day, Dan Grierson takes
a swing to start the competition on a
good start.
In their first year ever the Men's Bruin Golf team made their
mark in the Conference. Lead by David Burkhart, the Bruin's
placed fourth in their opening tournament. They went on to plac
seventh in the NWC, solidifying their place as contenders. The
Bruin's will lose key players next year in seniors Daniel Grierspn,
Matt Simpson, and Ben Ulrich. The first time team competed in 1
tournaments over the winter months and began what is sure to b<
a proud tradition at George Fox University athletics.
In their second year as an athletic program, The Bruin Women's
golf team enjoyed great success. They won three tournaments as
a team and placed third in the NWC fall tournament and fourth
in the spring. Freshman, Brittany Zefkeles received honorable ...
mention in the NWC for her remarkable performance at the
GFU Women's Spring Invitational. All members of the team
were named Bruin Athletic Association Women's Athletes of the
Week for their victory at the same tournament. With so much
success after only two years, the University can anticipate great
accomplishments from this team in the future.
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Laft: Mandy Cameron watches her ball as it makes
its way from the green towards the hole and the
flagi
j J / / /
B2I0W: Taking a moment to bask in the sun;
B ianna Nap, Nicole Hudson, Mandy Cameron,
a d Whitney Clunes lay in the sun awaiting a put.
David Burkhart eyes the ball as he makes his plan of action on
the best angle to hit the ball to the hole.
We definitely shocked the conference this
vear with our showing a Fall Conference. It
oas so exciting for our team to emerge as a
trong contender It not only became a strong
notivator for us
is individuals,
ut it also was a




Wg lien's Team: Coach MaryJo Mcloskey, Whitney Clunes\
Nicole Hudson, Christine Collier, Brianna Nap, Maiidy
Cameron, Brittany Zefkeles.
Me :<s Team: Dan Grierson, David Burkhart, Ben Ulrich, Coach..
Bre" Tharp swings h,s club as he gets the ball out of the sand barge ,
M? , Beck, Matt Simpson, Kelton Johnson, Brett Tharp. ' ..




Lindsay Hagler steps it up as she
prepares to defeat her opponent
in another round of play.
"Definitely my teammates;
they became my second
family and it was awesome
going to Disneyland with
them."
Lauren Miller
"The friendships that I've
made with the team. I feel
like after our Spring Break
trip we are a family now. I
love them so much!."
Heather Orr
"The team chemistry was
incredible this year. My
teammates are very caring
and supportive and can keep
me laughing for hours. I love
'em!."
Shanna Lesire
Anyone in need for a jump? A few of the women tennis players




Although they didn't have high rankings, these women definitely
knew what it meant to truly bond as a team as they made their
way down to California for Spring Break. Sweeping Cal Tech and
Pacific were just a few highlights; they definitely improved as the
season progressed. Not winning many matches, they played teams
better and more competitively the second time throi
Fa Above: Women's Tennis team soaked in the sun and enjoyed some
dc //ntime in Disneyland as they grouped together with Goofy.
A ove Left: Sarah Ashpole swings in for a dominating serve against
he opponent.
A :ve Right: Lauren Shelp, Heather Orr, Kelsie Howell and Brittany
E>3trom are all smiles
Far Above: Coach R. Cruz, Brittany Ekstrom, Shanna Lesire,
Kelsie Howell, Courtney Banks, Coach R. Cruz, Heather Orr,
Danika Heering, Lindsay Wages, Coach R. Cruz, Mollee Robinson,
Lauren Shelp, Alayna Shaw, Lindsay Hagler, Betsy Penman, Sarah
Ashpole.
Above: Basking in the sun, the women are definitely all smiles
in California. This trip gave them a chance to get to know one
another on a more personal level making bonds even tighter.
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Above: Billy Johnson watches
his opponents move as he plans
his next play.
Above Right: Shawn McKenzie
powers back on his swing.
Right: Nick Jenness dives to
get to the ball and return it over
the net.
"My tennis experience at George Fox
was great. I metgood friends and shared




thankful I chose to
play."
Mac Ovenell
,ead by seniors Mac Ovenell, Shawn McKenzie, and Jordan
Vargas the men's tennis team worked with their small numbers
to improve their standing in the NWC. With determination and
some wicked serves the team managed to come together and
have fun. Though the weather often hampered practice time
the men diligently worked to improve their skills. The team
c so stepped up their training this season with some outside
soort consultation. Good job this season.
oach Rick Cruz, Coach Ryan Cruz, Shawn McKenzie, Ryan Wilson Ralf Shultz,
I
]kk Jenness, Scott Porter, Jordan Vargas, Mac Ovenell, Coach Rob Cruz. Not
F xtured: Billy Johnson.
Below: Mac Ovenell takes his swing as he
prepares to return the ball.
Far Below: Shawn McKenzie and Nick
Jenness share a quick handshake after
making a play.
II
I love Tennis, the high that I get
by swinging that racket around
all day long is unbelievable!
I wouldn 't want to play any
other sport!
if- Jordan Vargas m m

lounding the bases and coming in to home,
/ shley Peterson begins to position herself to slide




How was the team chemistry?
The coaches changed my life for the better and
because of the softball team and season I feel I am
a better person as a whole,
y-, Haley Harnish-Stadden
j/^Xj We had a lot of new additions to the team this past
year, It was good to see that much experience and
fearless attitude from the freshman and transfers.
Kristen Griffith
(p| Favorite Memory?
When we were waiting for the rain to clear at
Linfield and most of the girls were in the van
eating and we passed around our coaches dorky
glasses and all made different impressions of his
facials. Amber phiUi5er
Qmall numbers and youthful
i
* ambition are just two ways of
leaking at this years Softball team.
With only two seniors Kerstyn
Tsuruda and Amber Philliber and
no juniors the young squad gained a
s c lid foundation of experience from
which to build a strong program.
Head coach Mark Vergets will pass the
opportunity to cultivate this team on
tc another as he retires after 4 years
in the position. The team finished
with an overall record of 3-27-1. Late
season injuries prevented the team
from finishing the season. Though
dioheartened by the turn of events
the Bruin's keep their spirit alive and
lcok to next year with hope.
Above: Serena Lee keeps her eye on the ball as she quickly
grabs it up with her glove and follows it by throwing it back to
the infield.
Above Left: The team comes together for a motivational speech
from the coach and a quick cheer prior to the start of the
Team Members: Haley Harnish-Stadden, Amber Philliber,
Ashley Peterson, Erin Lee, Serena Lee, Kerstyn Tsuruda, Torey
Weatherman, Kristen Griffith, Natalie White, Camille Jeffris,
Megen McCleery, Ashley Olson, Shelby Briske. Coach Mark
Vergets, Erin Case.
Head Coach Marty Hunter gives Michael Woo
some encouraging words after a good run that led
him to the base safely.
Under the new leadership of Marty Hunter the Bruins
continued their legacy of excellence with a winning
record of 28-14. They placed second in conference
and were named second in the West Region for the
first round of Nationals. The team struggled valiantly
throughout the season, never giving into impossible
odds. The baseball team fought hard in Texas and
were eliminated, yet finished strong with their 13th
straight winning season.
ring
Coaches: Marty Hunter, Randy Rutschman, J.R. Reichenbach,
Brandon Rupp, Kevin Kipple, Cheyenne Scrivner, Tye Tinner.
Team: Jason Brown, Taylor Hunter, Bo Thunell, Todd Siler, Josh
Burch, Ryan Fobert, Pat Bailey, Cody Spencer, Kyle Seymour,
Michael Woo, Kyle Johnson, Kyle Kuenzi, Joey Bianco, Preston
Langeliers, Travis Schroeder, Nate Brown, Mark Putney, Perry
Knudson, Seth Monson, Brian Davis, Eric Gantenbein, Shane
Dalgleish, Cody Curtin, Adam Weber, Tysin Senestraro, Derek
Aldrich, Bryan Martz, Jay Kirchhofer, Nick Hedgecock, Matt
Wyckoff, John Geise, Jacob Huylar, Dan Winterstein, Brett
Tallman, Kevin Keefe, Nick Bratney, Mitchell Dame, Mitch Keller,
Brad Durham, Andrew Snyder, Brady Rhodes.
Ryan Fobert received Second
Team All-NWC honors as catcher.
Derek Aldrich waves on one of his
teammates from the dugout.
Nick Bratney winds up for the pitch and
also got Second Team All-NWC honors.
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Taylor Hunter keeps his eye on the
ball as he makes his move toward
Lie next base.
First baseman Matt Wyckoff struts back




The most memorable moment
this season was going into the
Linfield series as the underdog.
We may have lost conference but
we won the respect of Linfield
and the fans that thought we had
no chance. Winning three games
out of 4 showed a lot about us as
a team. We never gave up and
played our hearts out.
Derek Aldrich
Despite dealing with a lot of
adversity this season (injuries,
losses, etc.) I feel we not only
competed every game, but we
also became very close as a
team. It's not everyday you find
a great group ofguys like this
who can have a great time, but
also get business done.
Brian Davis
Above: Kyle Semor steps up to bat and gets ready
to hit a run while Taylor Hunter warms up hoping
to bring Semor all the way home.
Left: Todd Siler follows through his swing with
good form as he watches the ball soar through the
air before he takes off for first base.
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Terah Laack works the corner of the 200 at a home track
meet. Laack provisionally qualified for nationals in the
heptathalon which requires a completion of seven events
in two days.
Lisa Mensonides works the back corner as she
makes her way to the home stretch of the 4x400
meter relay which qualified for the national meet.
Below: JulieKay Brown leads her teammates Kelly
Bladorn, Anja Harder, and Naomi Harder in the
open 400 Meters at the first home meet.
Far Below: Melissa Leighty and Mollie Honan race
the 100 Meter Hurdles at a home meet. Leighty
placed 2nd and Honan placed 6th respectively at
the Conference meet. Leighty later provisionally
qualified for nationals in the hurdles..
Katie Alaimo makes her plant as she leaps over the
5'3 high jump bar. Alaimo was the runner up in the
high jump at the conference meet.
Sarah Curry, Lizzy Alaimo, Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh, Melissa
Leighty, and Greta Erickson take a break from the javelin to
show off their retro gear at the George Fox-Westmont Retro
Duel Meet in Santa Barbara California during spring break.
Running to the finish!
This season proved to be an
extremely successful one. In addition
to taking 2nd place at Conference and
sending 7 members to Nationals, the
team also experienced success in their
day to day interactions with one another.
Each member of the team helped to
create a winning atmosphere by learning
to work hard, have fun, and encourage
one another together. This combination
proved to not only be successful, but
also to be perfect for team unity and
enjoyment by all.
Anna McLain and Bethany Adams round the final
corner of their 1500 meter race and focus on the
finish as their teammates and coaches watch and
cheer them to the end.
Memories
"Being a part of the track team is one
of the biggest blessings in my life. This
is a group of not just amazing athletes,
but also a group
of amazing people
who truly love
each other and the
Lord."
c°aciies: Michelle Forbes, Jeff Larson, Josh Priester, Doug Beatty, Greg Gottfried, John Smith
Mary
VanSteenberhge
Team: Irene Johnson, Hannah Printz, Melissa Leighty, Terah Laack, Greta Erickson, Bethany Adams, Marlee Zakrevsky, Sierra
Whitehill, Naomi Harder, Sofie DeGraff, Kelly Bladorn, Lizzy Alaimo, Elisha Kampfe, Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh, Whitney Kolb,
Jessica Morisson, Mollie Honan, Reneca Bauer, Connie Steiner, Katie Servoss, Anna McLain, Anja Harder, Julie Brown, Mary




Jake Weber propels himself off the
board as he leaps into the pit for long
jump.
Track r .
The 2008 track season proved to be very successful for the
bruin men. Led by a number of national contenders and
conference champions, the men made use of every member
on the team in order to score as many points and place as high
as possible at each meet. The team came together everyday at
practice to improve their abilities. After placing in the top half
at conference, the team continued to train and qualified 3 men
for the national championships held in Oshkosh Wisconsin...
Seniors Ben Dillow and Joel Krebs, along with Junior Ryan
Forbes, represented the team at nationals . The hard work
and perseverance displayed by the bruin men clearly paid off
throughout the season.
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Coaches: Michelle Forbes, Jeff Larson, Josh Priester, Doug
teatty, Greg Gottfried, John Smith,
j
Team: Grant Finney, John Zaganiacz, David Marvin, Clayton ...
"
F ugsley, Ryan Forbes, Brian ferletzky, Bret Hamilto/h,.Josh
Smith, Tyler Hoskins, David Delmore, Adam Haldorson • Paui
.
F apet, Ben Burgess, Dakarai Kongela, David Dillow, Ben Dillow,
T ate Dillow, Chris Fritz, Jake Weber, Garrett Blizzard;,.
David Marvin counts down his steps as he prepares to launch
the javelin at the George Fox-Westmont Retro Duel Meet.
Memories
"You know that it is track season, when we
are walking through the airport on our way
to California and everyone is pondering
how much faster they
would be able to run
their race if it was
6n one of those flat
walking escalators."
Ryan Forbes
Abe 'e Left: Jordan Ware begins the bell lap of the 800 Meters. Garrett Blizzard hands the baton off to Dak Kongela for the home stretch of /
Above Right: Ryan MacKenzie comes onto the homestretch of the 4x100 Meter Relay at a home meet. 1




Senior women athletes are honored during National Girls and Women in Sports Wee
Bethany Adams, Liz Anderson, Tiffany Behary, Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh, Jamie Hub!
Whitney Kolb, President Robin Baker, Terah Laack, Melissa Marek, Cassandra Wood
Anna McLain, Mandee Spotts, Kaleigha Ramey, Nicole Hudson, Katy Campbell, JulieKc
Brown, Amy Batchelder, Katie Alaimo, Kelly Bladoi
L=4
So much can happen in four years. For most seniors the last
four years was spent not just growing through academics but
also growing as a person through the friendships and memo-
ries that were made and will always be cherished. Looking
back there is no mistaking that or experiences at Fox have
shaped our lives in so many ways. So take a look and see the
highlights of the last four years through our eyes.
Evan Burt takes










y fawrfte ttitog about Fok is tlh
ptlh fit hm gfivee me to iregaM
fafflL My professors, Maids amid
periemices tare fcriheired nuns
'©mam to Grast I am toirewew
mtefeL" -Caissfe Lawiree©
(SAqS) cat
Remember that time my luns
collapsed in Bill's class? Oh
yea, that was fun! Bleh. :)
Jesse Foote
Anything that happens to
anybody at George Fox reaches
the whole campus within two
days.
Justin Wiens
One of my best memories
is going to Kory Baker's Rock
Band bash. We all dressed up
like rock stars, drank rock star






































































































One of my favorite college memories
is when my floor went on a rotic dinner
my sophomore year at the Olive
Garden.
Sarah Chamness
I'll always remember Gary Buhler star
spinning at the Oregon Coast.
0 Mary Kuzmovich
"I remember having the
best time hosting the Lippi awards!" -
Amanda Farmer
I want to thank Ryan MacKenzie and
Travis Wesley for being incredible
friends. I enjoyed regularly attending
their Astronomy class with them dur-
ing the Fall and they sure know how to






My favorite memory was freshmen
year, packing 11 people into my car just
to get Jenna Parisi a frosty :)
Ashley Woodard
I will never forget the time Marty Shaw
ran unashamedly through the Bon
followed by a small army of scantily
clad faithful followers.. .(all of them
confidently pouring gallons milk on
Davy Desmond
The strangest things seem logical at lam
after a long night Power Pointing. Like
needing three Elvis wigs for an Ornithology
presentation the next day, or that one of your
group mates actually has three Elvis wigs at
home. Or dancing around the Bruin Den to the
Rocky theme song. Logic becomes relative.
Melody Frederic






















































































I will never forget the community
and support I experienced on the
GFU campus and on Hob 2 in Nov.
of 2004 when we found out about
the tragedy surrounding Karissa
Edward's passing... The other girls
living on Hob 2, many members of the
GFU community and even Karissa's
family showed so much love and
compassion during a time of pain and
mourning The heart and character I
saw during that difficult time is what
really caused me to fall in love with
this place.
Leonia Meek
I'll never forget the time I went
puddle jumping junior year with
the girls on my floor. We decided
to slide down the hill by the
amphitheatre.. .the grass was ruined
and the plant services people came
after us, but it was so worth it!
Amanda Turner
101
I will ]never forget when the guys
and I stole the Bon pumpkin two
years in a row, and how hard it
was to hoist it out of the glass
atrium from the roof the second
time. Hope you like what we left
you Bon Appetite. Cheers.
Kory Baker
"One night in the Bon a friend
was throwing napkins at my table,
so I took the chance to get even
by shoving my ice cream cone in
his face. I ran away very quickly.
As a senior I think you should be
allowed to do this kind of thing,
but you should be prepared to be
paranoid until you graduate that it


























































































Investment Banking Business Finance
MOMENTS
My favorite college memory was when
we roasted marshmallows over candles
on a dock freshman year.
Elysa Aho
My favorite thing about Fox is fall
semesters when the weather is beautiful,
and the quad is full of people hanging
out and relaxing!
0 Kristi Dewar
Hold on to the apparatus!
Karen Vogan
I think that my most memorable moment at
fox was when me and 5 buddies took an epic
road trip to Disney land. Totally leaving on
a Wednesday and coming back for classes
on Monday. We just decided that we would
go for it and we knew it would be one of the
greatest things we have ever done. It totally





My favorite Fox memories were when
Abe decided to ask Britney Spears to
the Spring Formal, Chris Nicholson
wondered if tree man bled maple syrup,
and my favorite mystery box, Austin was
in my bedroom in a dangerously short
bathrobe. Sydney Deal
I remember in math class we watched
a hilarious video on a pi vs. e debate.
Somehow in there I learned how to
speak Venus-ian. (language of the Venus
a^iens) Amanda Gowin
Salsa dances at the Spanish house my
sophomore year! Studying abroad in
Spain!!
Julia Lancaster
I loved living in La Casa Hispana junior
year. We cooked, we cried, we served,



































































Christopher Kristen Leichty Chelsea
Lee Fashion Louie











On Friday night of finals week junior
year I wanted to do something
fun and crazy so I decided to go
drinking. "Fox Drinking" as it is now
called was born that night as I went
around to all the drinking fountains
on and around campus that I could








Jon Taylor Martin David
Maroni Psychology/Chris- Mathiang
Christian Ministries tian Ministries Sociology
t
My favorite memories have
definitely been from the spring
serve trips to Lapwai, Idaho I've
been on. From rolling down a hill
covered in dead wheat with Lapwai
locals, to making sheep masks with
the kids at VBS, to grilling 80 frozen
hamburger patties with a former




I will never forget spending
days in fifteen passenger vans
with the track team as we
drove down to California for the
Spring Fling trips. We always
had so much fun bringing the
rain to Santa Barbara!
Kelly Bladorn
"Corem Deo" - it means "before
the face of God" in Latin, and it
is the name of our prayer group.
The 12 of us have met together
since freshman year. We pray
for each other, our campus, our
community and our world. It
was an amazing experience to
get to grow with each other, now
we are all a little older, a little
different and a lot the same as we
were freshman year.
Aaron Ashley Jared McCutchen
McCIintock McCutchen Business Administn
Chemistry Business Management tion Management
Melissa Marek, Mandee Spotts,
























































































I've appreciated conversations with
friends and professors that have
helped shape me into who I am now.
Tammi Kreutz
"Remember the time we made
sweatshirts dedicated to the love that
we have for cheese."
Cherie Beck
Freshman year traveling to Tacoma to
watch our boys play basketball and
listening to all 4 (yes there are four)
versions of mmbop!
Dania Salgado
One night freshman year my friends and I
baked cinnamon rolls and ate them under
the stars... the cinnamon rolls were the
best part, but the company wasn't bad
either! :) Stephen Pick
1
MEMORIES
Besides meeting some of the world's most
incredible people, I hope to never forget mud
sliding, late night events in Ed lobby, THE
GAME, camping in my dorm room, trick-or-
treating, pulling pranks, long walks in the
canyon, drinking coffee at the river, rail sliding,
climbing on the roof of an undisclosed building,
taking life changing classes, the snow day, going
on hot dates to the mail room, watching the
sunrise, and the remarkable friendships made
onEdl!! McKenzie Reeves
My favorite college memories are those
created my freshman year, when my
roommates and I never slept. We would
stay up until 3 or 4 in the morning
playing Mario Kart, making Shari's runs,
soda chugging contests (which followed
by burping contests), etc. All of these
will never be forgotten...
Hillary Conner
Baseball winning nationals, Machinal,



















































Brian Rurik Dania Tyler
Mechanical Salgado Saltiel
Engineering Theatre Accounting
Matthew Stephen Sines Carly
Simpson Health & Human Smith
Marketing Performance History
Emily Kendall Britta Sonerholm
Smith Smitherman Organizational
W ting/Literature Elementary Ed Communications
Jonathan Joy
Sargent Schneider




One of my favorite memories
was turning the quad into a giant
mudslick the first rainstorm of
the semester. Everyone would
run amok in the mud, sliding like
penguins across the grass, spraying
mud and water all over the place.
Complete strangers would join
in, abandoning backpacks and
cleanliness, all in the name of mud.
Kelsey Tresemer
I remember the time freshman year
when the library staff and work-
study students covered the library
director's office and all contents
thereof in tin foil while he was
out of town. Literally everything-
from walls, floor, and furniture to




I'll always remember the time when
some guys on my freshman floor,
Penn 2, went down the back stairwell
to Penn 1 completely naked, and then
the rest of us held the door from
the stairwell shut to make sure they
couldn't come back onto the floor.
For those of us holding the door shut,
there was some good bonding going
on. For the naked men trying to get




Dan Bennett Business Marketing Studies
"I will always remember the
time when those of us living on
Sutton 1 got caught putting a 300
lb pumpkin in the U-hall (Coffin)
elevator. I will also never forget
the beauty and brilliance of































































































To order your photo, contact Ron






I'm a rather small person. My freshman year a few of
my friends tackled me and hog tied me in the hall of
Hobson 3 and took pictures of it. Good times.. .for them!
Brittany Robbins
Learning how to dance to an Irish jig in Dublin, Ireland
with Brittany Robbins by my side.
Heather Labine
I guess memorable for me is being NWC women's
basketball conference champions three out of the four
years our group of seniors has been here. There are six
of us who have been on that team since 2004 and all the
support the school has shown us every year has been
more than amazing.
Mandee Spotts
I'll never forget when Prof Mark Wienert got mad at
an empty white-board marker and threw it from the
front of the Lemons 8 room across to the garbage
can at the back of the room (about 30 feet) and
made it!!! Everyone in the classroom was amazed
and laughed.. .it was hilariously awesome!
George Cortes
Some of my best memories involve pranks I played as
a freshman, like when a bunch of us connived to steal
the Schaefer-Phillips ASC election mascot in the atrium
outside the exit to the Bon. It was a large inflatable
stork, and a bunch of us guys from U-Hall crept up
onto the roof late one night and lowered several of
our members into the atrium in an attempt to snag it.
Just then, Ed Gierok from Security came out onto the
roof and busted all of us-well, almost all of us. I was
wearing a mask, so I took off running and jumped off
the roof, landing at a dead run between the library and
the Bon. We did eventually spirit away the stork, by
theway Ben Anderson
One of my favorite memories from Fox was during my
sophomore year. About a dozen of the students from
the theatre department all drove up to Washington
to compete and/or participate in workshops at the
Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival,
and we spent one evening at a student dance party,
dancing and singing at the top of our lungs to AC/DC
and the like. It was amazing and was the birthplace of
many, many long-standing inside jokes.
Tara Strever
Not
Elysa Aho Jodi Gentle
Christopher Albrecht Benjamin Gowan
Melanie Altemose Adam Gray
Timothy Alvey Kristen Gray
Elizabeth Anderson Kirsten Green
Sarah Anderson Daniel Grierson
Ekatirina Basargin Cary Griffith
Llewellyn Baxter Kayin Griffith
Jason Beavers Daniel Guidry
Ian Becker Tyler Hale
Thomas Beyea Shannon Hallman
Hannah Bielenberg Andrew Hammond
Jenna Blackhurst Christopher Hammond
John Blakeney Erich Hangartner
Wendy Blevins Jocelyn Harder
Joel Bock Todd Harlow
Nadia Boria Bridgette Harmon
Amy Bowen David Harvey
Sara Bowers Bill Hege
Jason Brown Samuel Heinzman
Karissa Brown Kirsten Holler
Kelsey Burghardt Tyler Hoskins
Timothy Bussman Jaime Hubka
Craig Buswell Nicole Hudson
Kathryn Campbell Naomi Hunt
Naomi Cardoza Richard Janosek
Jessica Cardwell Jaime Johnson
Sarah Chamness Jonathan Johnson
Matthew Chang Nathan Johnson
Emily Christiansen Suzanne Johnson
Phillip Christiansen Malorie Junkert
Julie Condie Jared Kamimae-Lanning
Jaimee Costello Andrea Kembel
Rebecca Couch Meghan Kennedy
Megan Davidson Peter Keyser
Sydney Deal Nicole Kilian
Stephanie DeGraff Hannah Kim
Marcus DeMaster Brittany Klingaman
Davy Desmond Junko Komatsu
Stacy Dexter Joel Krebs
Jared Edwards Natalie Kulaga
Thomas Edwards Terah Laack
Holly Fay Cherise Lacaze
Grant Finney Jesse Lamm
Ryan Fobert Amy Landes
Jeffrey Francis Megan Larkin
Stephanie Francis Dana Larson
Oscar Frias Candace Leach
Kellie Garrison Hanseung Lee
Loren Gaukroger Kasey Lix
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Pictured
Sara Logue Julia Lancaster
Heather Lowe Lauren Scheel
Elizabeth Lynch David Schiedler
Kathrine Lynch Elizabeth Schmaltz
Kimberly MarKell Kara Schmidt
Jason Marsh Karena Schutt
Jessica Maslen Marty Shaw
Dorothy Massey Stephanie Shaw
Lindsey McCabe Meriah Shelton
Lacey McGuire Michael Shinneman
Janna McKee Eve Sisto
Shawna McMahon Rachael Skjelstad
Mark Metzler Melodi Slusher
Kathryn Meyer Nichole Smith
Carmen Miersma Lucas Snodgrass
Lauren Miller Michelle Spanner
Alisa Molen Brittany Spencer
Danielle Morford Amanda Spotts
SeNa Nam Stacey Stearns
David Neubauer Jamie Steinfeld
Tiffany Nevills Amber Stevens
Andrew Newberry Gregory Stocklein
Benjamin Niccum Leah Storer
Kaitlin Nirschl Tara Strever
Matthew Nofziger Brady Strutz
Ahna Oberg Susan Suihkonen
Dave Olson Tiffany Tangen
David Pancoast Chase Tedrow
Adam Peaker Joel Thomas
Christy Penney Kelsey Thomas
Stacy Perrin Kristiina Thomas
Brice Peters James Thompson
Jamie Petersen MaryBeth Thompson
Karina Philliber Michelle Thompson
Blake Phillips Nana Tsurumi
Stephen Pick Emily Twyman
Caleb Pilling Ryan Van Oostrum
Kyle Putnam Jordan Vargas
Courtney Raaum Todd Wagner
Nathanael Radmacher Elizabeth Ward
Kaleigha Ramey Shannon Waritz
Lauren Reese Megan Weiss
Rachel Reitmeyer Brent Welton
Brady Rhodes Travis Wesley
Lisa Riesterer Reese Wilson
Ashley Rosier Kalie Witherspoon
Natalie Roth Joseph Wolk-Laniewski
Bryan Rupp Katelyn Wythe
Brent Satern Faven Yirdaw
Brett Sauer
A memorable and exciting moment that comes to mind for
me is freshmen year when some students from my floor
and a bunch of other students all went Ice Blocking. This is
when you take big blocks of ice, sit on them, and slide down
hills. Most of us were able to try it out once and it was tons
of fun, but then the cops came and told us we had to leave
the park because your not suppose to be there after dark. I
guess it was pretty dangerous to be there after dark, but (
well it was tons of fun! I also thought it was pretty funny t





I'll never forget Audrey Hepburn pancakes, pumpernickel
bread, laughing, crying, David aprons, shoes, Christmas
parties and earrings, Desperate Housewives marathons and




One of our best memories was working on Paint Crew during
the summer at Fox, speeding through the canyon on gators,
eating Popsicles and taking way too long breaks, Haley
having a seizure, monkey paw, making incredible friends, and
basically having the best summer of our lives.
Susan Suihkonen & Janna McKee
During Spring Break 2006, 1 was part of the team that went
down to New Orleans to help gut out houses from Hurricane
Katrina. At the end of a workday, a car full of girls drove right
next to a group of us guys and honked the horn and blasted
the radio. I suddenly felt an urge and ran and jumped on the
hood of their car and took my shirt off and swung it over my
head and put on a little show for them. To this day, I am now
known by the name Strip Teej!
T.J. Young
Remember when No Outlet struck Parker 4 times!
Taylor Martin
Some of my best memories at Fox are sophomore year when
President Brandt faked a broken leg out on the quad for a
bruin brawl flash. ..Being the RA of the "not-so-infamous" floor
Ed 1 Junior year.... Or on Juniors Abroad when I was asked/
dragged to sing at an old man's "American-style Karaoke"
birthday party in Monterosso, Italy.... Being Homecoming
Queen senior year :-) ...And all the, literally, countless,
sleepless, caffeine-filled nights spent study various science




David Mathiang and Namky Nguyen
take a moment to pose for a picture for




"It's crazy how fast four
years has come and gone,
but I wouldn't have changed
a minute of it. Well, except
maybe a few of the all
nighters..."
Kelly Bladorn
"You're still here? I though
you graduated last year?"
Grant Finney
"Watching all of the seniors
graduate was exciting and sad
all at the same time. This was a
great group of people and they
will be greatly missed!"
Mary
VanSteenberghe The winter graduates move their tassels from the right to the left to signify
their receiving of their bachelors degree at the end of the ceremony.
114
x's Final
The George Fox Class of 2008, like those before them, could
hardly believe that the day had finally arrived to walk across
the stage and receive their diplomas. Although each graduating
student was about to head off in a different direction, the one
thing they all shared was the fact that they had successfully
tc
Far ;ove: Bethany Adams receives her diploma from President Robin
Bak \ Adams received her B.S. in Biology.
Abe 3 Left: A guest performer plays a song at the winter graduation.
Abe >2 Right: President Robin Baker found himself as the target of a
prank at the Spring Commencement with a poster of him appearing on
the ackdrop of the stage where it remained for the entire ceremony.
Far Above: The George Fox Choir performs a special
song that they had prepared for the graduating
class of 2008.
Above: Graduates, faculty, friends, and family stand
together as they prepare to sing a worship song at
the start of the ceremony.
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Tlere were many ways to get involved at George Fox,
lrcluding a vast array of Clubs. Ranging from academ-
icWientated to just-for-fun, there was something for
every interest and personality. Npt only were
good way to get to know other students, they were
good way to share talents, ideas, and gifts with others
Dan Bennett and his
adio sidekick broadcast
the women's playoff bas-
ketball game on KFOX.
Theater was a creative




and responds to callers
during his hour on the
radio.
7 towed having an opportunity to get in-
volved at Fox beyond the pressures of class-
es. It mas a great may to make friends and do




For the Concert Choir, it was
about far more than just sing-
ing. It was about commitment,
dedication, and relationships.
The Choir only excelled when
all members worked together
encouraging and motivating the
others to be the best.
"Choir has been incredible this year




been able to sing
this year."
Libby Tate
]V jsic abounds on the George Fox Campus, and nothing sings
a jndance like the vocal ensembles. The Concert Choir,
Women's and Men's Chorale, Jazz Ensemble and the Chamber
S:- -gers all use their gifts of song to bless the community. The
V: iety of choir groups allows vocally inclined students to find
th sir own niche. The ensembles bring together music major
and simply music lovers alike. This year the Concert Choir
was honored with the selection to perform at the 2007 All State
and All Northwest Conferences. Building off this success the
vocal ensembles continue to exemplify excellence with their
he monies.
Below Left: In a mixture of band and choir the mu-
sical department comes together to create beauty.
Below: A staple of George Fox performing arts, the
concert choir continues in a tradition of excel-
lence.
Scott Bay and Eric Bay
y
"For me, choir has been so
central to my experience
at Fox that I can 't separate
one from the other.
"
Jonathan Davis - Senior t

Flaying according to their sheet music, each
in amber of the band put in countless extra hours
tc perform to the best of their ability.
The Symphonic Band, Jazz Band,
and Chehalem Symphony Orchestra
allow students to express their musical
tale it. Both bands participate in numerous
concerts, clinics, festivals and recitals. They
dil Bntly practice three days a week for
abc nt five hours. The Orchestra hosts two
cor -rts a year, giving them time to perfect
the: symphony. Band president Emily
Bla 3han says "I enjoy music because it
provides me with an amazing outlet to share
my alent with others and express myself."
Above: Part of the brass section uses the perfect embouchure to
project melodious tunes for the audience to enjoy..
Above Left: Concerts gave student the opportunity to share
their love of music with their peers and family members.
Left: Broadway actor Charles Holt plays Richard
Wrignt which tells the autobiography of Wright
and bringing awareness to racism.
Bottom Left: Whatever Kindles' was a brand new
piece performed in a unique style many of us had
never done before.
George Fox University's theater department
showcased it's talent throughout the year giving a
variety of different performances. Whatever Kindles,
10-10-10! (One-Act Festival), Black Boy and As It is In
Heaven were the chosen productions for this season.
)(•> <§> ® ®
Ending her final year of theater, senior Tara Strever
sums up this year's theater program stating, "I have
enjoyed the creative nature of this year's programs;
there was a lot of experimentation going on this year
with student-produced works and newly-written plays
and it all came off brilliantly."
10! 10! 10! directors show their crazy
side after a night of performances.
122
The International Storytelling mask were
intricately decorated and were quite intriguing
Jordan Beanblossom preps before
making his way onto the stage.
St jdents enjoy the one-aet festival
as it allows them to use their acting
ab Cities and entertain the community.
Katie Woods and Becca Roberts grow mysterious
as they joke around back stage before their one-
act performance. ENJOYED MOST?
"Being in theater, most of us
have become a family since
we've been around each other
so much. Everyone is great!"
Andrew Watson
"Theater creates a bond
- family; adds elements to
yourself you never thought
you had and changes your
perspective on life."
Alyssa Ott
"This year's theater program
has been unique and
new in some fashion. The
excitement of storytelling and
experimentation is always a
rush!."
Jordan Beanblossom
Above: The theater students to a trip to
Laramie, Wyoming for the Kennedy Center
American College Theater Festival.
Left: Roman Kolyvanov and Alyssa Ott
express their emotions in a student
directed one-act. Both were very involved
with the theater department.
123
Adam Haldorson attentively listens during a
Yearbook meeting. He could always be counted on
to liven up meetings and events.
Linnea Strandy and Jordan Phillips give an encore
performance of the "ASC Central Committee
Dance" at the Lip Sync.
Below: L'Ami staff members Adam Haldorson,
Lisa Mensonides, Mollie Honan, Jana Lee, Kelly
Bladorn, and Sarah Curry enjoy smoothies at a
weekly meeting.
Far Below: Dan Bennett discusses the basketball
game at a KFOX sports coverage broadcast during
the winter.
L'Ami staff member Mary VanSteenberghe brings
ideas to the table at one of the weekly meetings.
At the Campus Album Project release party, a group of
dedicated students help set up the Foxhole for the festivities.
ASC, better known as the Associated
Student Committee, played a central role
in most of the events and activities that
took place at George Fox this past year.
Whatever the situation, Bruin Brawls,
new clubs, campus development,
dances, ministries, volunteer positions,
etc., ASC manages to facilitate and
channel it into a productive end for
the student body. Lead by President
Jordan Philips, this years ASC central
committee got the job done.
ASC Central is responsible for turning the students
bright ideas (hence the light bulb) into realities.
The General Student Funds this year created chess
sets all around campus for students, faculty and
guests to enjoy.
"It was an incredible experience to be a
part of Central Committee this year. We







The A 2 2 central committee spends some time
















Alaimo, Katie 29, 92, 93, 96
Alaimo, Lizzy 92,93













Anderson, Elizabeth 34, 69, 112
Anderson, Lisa 34
Anderson, Nancy 34












































Baxter, Llewellyn 35, 112
Bay, Erik 14,35,119
Bay, Scott 14,35,119,121
Beanblossom, Jordan 35, 122, 123
Beatty,Doug 93,94,95








Bedrosian, Cameron 21, 35
Beeson, Mark 35





Bennett, Alison 16, 17, 35













Blackhurst, Jenna 35, 112
Blackwood, Kelsey 35
Bladorn, Kelly 92, 93, 96, 106,
114, 124
Blake, Cherie 99












































Brown, JulieKay 28, 92, 93, 96,
99, 114














































Cammack, Forrest 14, 37
Campbell, Connor 37, 72





Cardoza, Naomi 37, 112
Cardwell, Jessica 37,70,71, 112













Cathers, Andrea 15, 38
Chacon, Yesenia 38
Chambers, Jael 21,38
Chamness, Sarah 38, 99, 112
Chandler, Tiffany 38









Christiansen, Carol 38, 70, 71
Christiansen, Emily 38, 112
























Collier, Christine 39, 83
















Co ;pini, Michael 39
Co pie, Terra 39
Co bett-Furgal, Elizabeth 39
Co dell, Anika 39
Corder, Keely 39
Com.Kayla 39,71
Cornelius, Megan 28, 39, 68, 69
Cones, George 112
Co: 3z, Gabriel 39
Co: ello, Jaimee 39, 112
Coc :ello, Stephanie 39,67
Co o, Earl 39
Co ch, Rebecca 10,39, 112
Co son, Abigail 24, 39
Covaciu, Sharon 39
Co;:,Chanda 39









Curry, Sarah 39, 74, 75, 92, 93,
124
Cur n, Cody 39, 90
Cus man, Jennifer 39
D
Da, i/ egan 39
Dalg'aish, Shane 39,90
Dair 3, Mitchell 39,90
Dan als, Amber 39
Daughtry, Sean 39,72,73
Davidson, Megan 39, 112




Davie, Jonathan 108, 119
Day,,ntonia 39
DeG aff,Sofie 71
De S; /a, Raymond 100
Deal, Sydney 39, 104, 112
DeCicco, Chris 40
Deck.r, Kristina 40
DeFc est, Amanda 40
DeGraff, Sophia 40,93
DeGraff, Stephanie 40, 112
DeJoJa,John 40
Delailey, Joseph 40
Delaney, Mikeah 7, 100, 101
Delmore, David 40, 94, 95
Delmore, Thomas 30,40
DeMaster, Marcus 18, 40, 112













































Edwards, Jared 40, 112
Edwards, Krystal 40

























































Francis, Jeffrey 42, 112

























Garrison, Kellie 42, 112
Gathercoal, Glen 42
Gathercoal, Mollie 42

























































Hagler, Lindsay 84, 85, 102
Haldorson, Adam 25, 43, 67, 76,
77, 79, 95, 124
Hale, Tyler 43, 112
Hallman, Shannon 43, 112
Ham, Jacqueline 43





Hammond, Andrew 43, 112
Hammond, Christopher 43, 112






Hanson, Marissa 11, 18, 43
127
Harada, Bryan 102
Harder, Anja 28, 43, 92, 93





Harmon, Bridgette 44, 112
Harmon, Sarah 44
Harmon-Watilo, Brittany 109



















































































Hubka, Jaime 45,79, 106, 112










































Johnson, Irene 46, 93
Johnson, Jaime 46, 112
Johnson, Jessica 46
Johnson, Joanna 46











































Kembel, Andrea 47, 112
Kennedy, Kaylee 47
Kennedy, Meghan 47, 112
Kerubel, Andrea 104
Kewley, Lauren 47































Kolyvanov, Roman 48, 123
Komatsu, Junko 48, 112



















Lacaze, Cherise 48, 112
Lacoma, Tyler 105
Lamm, Jesse 48, 112
Lampi, Jason 48
Lampi, Mikali 48
Lancaster, Julia 104, 113
Land,Allyson 18,48
Landes, Amy 48, 112
Lane, Laurel 48
Langeliers, Preston 90
Langenhuizen, Aubrie 19, 48
Lanham, Cory 48
Lapham, Rebecca 48
Larkin, Megan 48, 112
Larsen, Kateynn 48
Larson, Brice 48





































Lingenfelder, Daniel 49, 80
Limner, Malori 49
Lip ak, Alicia 49,67













Lowe, Heather 49, 112, 113
Lowen, Jacob 49
Lufi, Silvianne 49






Lynch, Elizabeth 49, 112, 113










Mae, zluft, Michael 27, 49, 80
Magnuson, Andrew 49, 120
Magnuson, Karith 49
Magi ire, Jacob 49













Mare Harris, Melissa 79, 96,
105, 06
Marin, David 95




Marsh, Jason 50, 112, 113
Marshall, Jerred 50














Massey, Dorothy 50, 112, 113
Masulis, David 50
Mata, Christiana 50


















McGuire, Lacey 50, 112, 113
McGuire, Molly 50










McMahon, Shawna 50, 51, 112, 113




















































Morford, Danielle 15, 51, 112, 113





















Nagreen, Elizabet 106, 107
Nagreen, Jared 52
Nakahara, Jodi 52
Nam, SeNa 52, 112, 113
Nap, Brianna 52,83









Neubauer, David 52, 112, 113
Nevills, Tiffany 52, 112, 113




Nguyen, Namky 12, 28, 97, 107,
114

















































Pancoast, David 53, 113
Pang, Ian 53
Panico, Jennifer 28, 53, 68, 69
Parenteau, Jocelyn 53
Parisi, Jenna 100, 107
Parker, Lorrie 53












Penman, Betsy 53, 85













Philips, Jordan 10, 125
Philipsen, Josiah 54
Philliber, Amber 54, 88, 89












































Raaum, Courtney 55, 113
Radmacher, Nathanael 55, 113
Rambo, Mark 55


















































































Satern, Brent 56, 80, 113









Scheel, Lauren 56, 113
Schiedler, David 56,113
Schlachter, Bethany 56
Schmaltz, Elizabeth 56, 113
Schmidt, Kara 56, 113
Schmidt, Kelsey 31,56










































Shepherdson, Lindsay 57, 67
Sherman, Shereen 26,57
Shielee, Kristen 57,79





































Snodgrass, Lucas 58, 113
Snow, Jolene 58
Snyder, Andrew 58,90
Soderquist, Philip 14, 58
Sonerholm, Britta 109
Souders, Ryan 58
Spanner, Michelle 58, 113
Speed, Brittany 58

















Steinfeld, Jamie 58, 113
Stephens, Brittany 58
Sternberg, Marcie 17












Strandy, Linnea 16, 18, 124
Strever,Tara 59,112,113,122
Strutz, Aaron 59








Si -hkonen, Susan 59, 113
Sullivan, John 59
So nner, Jenny 59
Sun, Stevens 29
Suadquist, Mark 80
Su :i, Sheryll 59
Suiion, Katie 59
Svuooda, Whitney 59
Sw fford, Rachael 59
Sw in, Isaac 110











Talh ian, Brett 59, 90
Tan shiro, Jonathan 59
Tarn shiro, Malia 110
Tan Ayn, Tristen 59
Tan an, Carl-Eric 59
Tan^n, Tiffany 113
Tarn ersley, Lake 59
Tarn er, Katelin 59
Tart ill, Kendyl 59
Tasto, Russell 59




Tcdrow, Chase 59, 113
Teej, 3trip 113
Tcfft,Kati 59
Tenr nt, Elizabeth 59








ThieSoen, Candice 18, 105




Thomas, Kristiina 60, 113
Thomas, Sean 60
Thorn- son, Natasia 60
Thompson, April 60
Thon oson, James 60, 113
Thorn oson, Kindra 60
Thomoson, MaryBeth 60, 113
Thon ison, Michelle 60, 113
Thompson, Rebekah 60
Thorn )son, Sharon 60
Thon. burg, Haley 60





Tisse ; ,Ben 60
TkacI
, Vladimir 60












Tsuruda, Kerstyn 60, 88, 89















Van Emmerick, Morgan 60







VanSteenberghe, Mary 60, 65,
93, 124



























































Weichbrodt, Carrie 15, 62
Weishan, James 62
Weiss, Jordan 62
Weiss, Megan 62, 113
Weldon,Ryan 62
Wells, Alisha 62












































































Zaganiacz, John 63, 72, 95
Zakrevsky, Marlee 63,93
Zamora, Tony 63, 72
Zaragoza, Luis 63












The GFU track team
during the annual
"Spring Fling" trip to
California.
/ can 't believe that four years has finally
come to an end. This crazy little thing we
call the "L'Ami" has been the controller of
all my free time for the last three years, and
it's finally time to say good bye. While in
no way will I miss the stress of deadlines,
I can say that I will miss the excitement
ofpublishing something that reaches the
entire student body, and that, I hope, brings
some joy to all ofyou who look at it. I hope
that we have captured your memories well,
and you can use this little book to look
back on and never forget the memories
you have made at Fox. I know that I won t
While I know that most ofyou won 't read
this, I hope that those ofyou who do don't
mind me using it for my own personal
interests. I would like to thank those who
have helped make this book possible and
who have spent the countless hours work-
ing on it with me. Lisa, Mary, Adam, and
Jana, you guys have been around for it all I
thank you so much for your hard work and
patience! Mollie, Sarah, you are the new
kids, and you guys are great. I appreciate
you putting up with all the craziness this
year and I am really thankful for the rela-
tionships I have had with all ofyou. Mary,
you have been my rock, I can always count
on you to be willing to help with anything
I need, and I appreciate your heart and
willingness so much! Lisa, Mollie, you guys
are my original SH-Teammates and I don
f
t
know what I would have done without
you! You have both been great friends and
I cherish you in my life! Every single one of
you has been an amazing blessing in my
life and I am glad to have gotten to know
each and every one ofyou. I pray and hope
that God blesses each ofyou in your future
endeavours.
Oh yeah...and TRACK U!
9
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